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§ 1. Introduction

By K. Miyazaki [4] a linear operator Tfrom a Banach space E into another
Banach space F is said to be (p, q\ r)-absolutely summing for 1 <p, q, r<oo if
there exists a constant c such that for every finite sequence {xj in E the inequality

sup ( Σ

is satisfied. Here {HΓxjH*} denotes the non-increasing rearrangement of

and as usual {Σ( )*}1/9 a n d (ΣI IO1/r are supposed to mean sup for q = oo
i i

and r=oo respectively. Especially, (p, p; r)-absolutely summing operators are
exactly (p, r)-absolutely summing operators which were defined by B. Mitjagin
and A. Petczyήski [3] and (p, p; p)-absolutely summing operators coincide
with absolutely p-summing operators which are due to A. Pietsch [6]. The con-
jugates of absolutely p-summing operators have been investigated by several
authors and especially characterized by J. S. Cohen [1] as strongly p'-summing
operators where l/p + l/p' = l. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the
conjugates of (p, q; r)-absolutely summing operators.

We shall introduce the notion of (r p, ̂ -strongly summing operators and
show that the conjugates of (p, q r)-absolutely summing operators are (r' p',
g')-strongly summing operators where l/p+l/p' = l/^ + l/^' = l/r + l/r / =l and
that the converse holds under a certain assumption. As a consequence of this
result, we shall characterize the conjugates of (p, g)-absolutely summing operators.

The author would like to thank Professor S. Togo for his valuable com-
ments in preparing this paper.

§ 2. Conjugates of (p, q r)-absolutely summing operators

Let E and F be Banach spaces and let E' and F' be their continuous dual
spaces. Let K be the real or complex field.

For l<p<oo a sequence {xj with values in E is called weakly p-summable
provided for any x' e E' the sequence { <x f, x' > } belongs to lp. The space lp(E)
of weakly p-summable sequences is a normed space with the norm
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sup ( Σ !<*/,*'> lp)1/p (1 </><*>),

sup II *! II ( p = oo) .

For l<p<oo a sequence {xj with values in E is called strongly p-summable

([1]) provided for every sequence {x'J e/p>(£')(l/P+W = l) the series Σ <*h

x'ι> converges. The space lp(E) of strongly p-summable sequences is a normed

space with the norm

( { } ) = sup Σ l < * ι > * ί > | .

For l<p, q<co a sequence {xj with values in E is called (p, g)-absolutely sum-
mable provided the sequence {||x/||} belongs to lp>q. The space lPΛ{E) of (p,
g)-absolutely summable sequences is a quasi-normed space with the quasi-norm

II* to = ° °),

where {||xf||*} denotes the non-increasing rearrangement of {||Xίl|}.
For 1 <p9 q, r < oo an operator Tmapping E into F is called (p9 q; ̂ -absolute-

ly summing in K. Miyazaki [4] provided there exists a constant c:>0 such that
for every finite sequence {xj in E the inequality

<xp,q({TXi}) < cεr({xj)

is satisfied. The smallest number c for which the above inequality is satisfied is
denoted by Πpq;r(T). In particular, (p,p; r)-absolutely summing operators
are exactly (p, r)-absolutely summing operators which were defined by B. Mitjagin
and A. Peiczyήski [3] and (p9 p;p)-absolutely summing operators coincide with
absolutely p-summing operators which are due to A. Pietsch [6].

We now introduce the notion of (r p, ^-strongly summing operators in
the following

DEFINITION. For l<p, q, r<oo we call an operator T mapping E into F
(r;p9q)-strongly summing provided there exists a constant c>0 such that for
every finite sequence {xj in E the inequality

is satisfied. The smallest number c for which the above inequality is satisfied
is called the (r;p,q)-strongly summing norm of Tand denoted by Dr;pq(T).

In particular we say (r; p, p)-strongly summing operators to be (r,p)-
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strongly summing operators and denote Dr;pp(T) by Drp(T).

(p, p)-strongly summing operators are exactly strongly p-summing operators

which were introduced by J. S. Cohen [1].

Now we suppose that n > 1 and that N is a norm or a quasi-norm on Kn.

If (*!,..., xn)eEn we write

I I ( * I , . . . , * » ) I I N = sup JV(<x l 5 x'> 5 . . . , <xΛ,x'>),
llx'll^l

W(χl9...,χMN = S U P

Then we have the following two lemmas.

LEMMA 1. Let M be a quasi-norm on Kn which satisfies

M({λf}) < ct max μ,|

for a certain positive number c1 and for every {AJeX". Let c0 be a positive

number which satisfies

for any {AJ, {μ,} eK". T/î n /or every (x'l9...9 x'n)e(E')\

||(x'i,...,x;)||M^Co sup M(<X 1 ,JC' 1 >,..., <xn,x'n>).

PROOF. Let (x' l v . . , x'n)e(£')"• Let M , . . , xS)e(F')1 1 and ||xj'|| < 1 . Then
for any ε > 0 there exists an element (xί9..., xn)eEn with ||jC||| < 1 such that

max I < x'h x'ί - JExt > \ < ε/cocί

where JE denotes the canonical injection of E into E", since the canonical image

of the unit ball of E is σ(E", E')-dense in the unit ball of E". Therefore we have

M(<xf

ux
fί>,..., <x'n,xl>)

<c0M(<xf

uJEx1 >,..., <x'n,JExn>)

+ C0M(<X'ί9X"ί-JEX1>,..., <Xt

n,X
rlι-JE^n>)

<c 0 M(<x 1 ,x ' 1 >,..., <xn,x'n>) + coc1 max \<x'hx'l-JE*i>\

<c0 sup M(<x1,x'1>,..., <xn,x/

w>) + ε5

ll*ιll^i

which shows that
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\\(x'i9...9X'n)\\M£C0 SUP M(<X 1 ,X ' 1 >, . . . , <Xn,X'n>).
|*ι | |£l

LEMMA 2. Let M be a quasi-norm on Kn which satisfies

c1 max |Af|

for a certain positive number cί and for every {AJ eKn and let c0 be a positive

number which satisfies

for any {A,}, {μJeX". Let N be a norm on Kn. Let T: E-+F be a linear

operator such that for a certain positive number c and for every (xί9...9 xn)eEn

Then for Ύ"\ E"-*F" and for every (x?,..., x^)e(Eff)n,

Vί,..., T"xΐ)\\M

PROOF. Let(j;'1,...,3;;)6(£ /)π and | | K | | < 1 . Then for any (x l f . . ., xn)eEn

we have

1 , / 1 > , . . . , <Txn,y'n>)

\\(Txl9...9 Txn)\\M

Therefore, if ||(xls..., xn)U<U then

Now let (x'ί,..., xl) e (E")n and || (x'[,..., x',5) || N < 1. Then for any ε > 0 there exists

an element ( x l v . . , xn)eEn with | |(x l 9..., x J H ^ ^ l such that

max I < T'y'h x'( - JEx{ > \ < ε/coc1,

since the set {(JExu..., JExn)e(Ey . \\(xu..., xn)\\N<Ll} is σ((£")», (£')»)-dense

in the set {(*?,..., x2)e(£")" : ||(x'ί,.. , ^ ) I U < 1 } ([7]) Consequently

y l 5x'ί> <T'y'n,xl>)

,..., <T'y'n,xl-JExn>)
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<coc-\-coc1 max \<T'y'i,x'l-JExi>\
\<>i<>n

< coc + ε.

Hence, if ||(x'ί,...,x2)||N<l5 then

M{<y\, T'x\>,..., <y>n, T"x'>>) < coc,

which implies that for any (x'ί,..., xl)e{E")n

M{<y\, Ί"x\ >,..., < y>n, TVί >) < COC||(JC?,..., xS)||N.

Therefore by Lemma 1 we have the desired inequality

'Vί,..., T'xDΓ < φ\\ M,..., x>)\\N.

THEOREM 1. Let l<p,q,r<co. If an operator T: £->F is (p,q;r)-
absolutely summing, then T":E"-*F" is (p,q;r)~absolutely summing and

ΠPiq;r(T")

PROOF. If n > l , we define M and N respectively by

and

in the case where 1 <q, r < oo. Then, since

max

max

and

the statement in this case is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2. The other
cases can be shown similarly.

THEOREM 2. Let 1 <p, q,r<co. If an operator T: E-+F is (p,q; r)-abso-
lutely summing, then its conjugate operator Tr:F'-*Er is (r';pf,q')-strongly
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summing and

Dr.ip.tq.(Γ) < max

where

PROOF. Let TeΠpq.r(E9F). Then by the previous theorem T"eΠPtq;r(E",

F") and ΠPfq;r(Γ)<max(22/P92
2^ΠPfq;r(T). Hence, if { t f W , is a finite

sequence in F' and if {x'j} e lr(E"), we have

Σ <ryitx'\> <

< max

since

for {ξt} e lM and {i,,} e /p.,,. ([5]). Therefore,

which shows that T eDr,;p.tq,(F',E') and D r. ;p.>ί<Γ')<max(22/p,22/«)77Pjβ; r(T).

REMARK 1. The converse of Theorem 2 holds under the assumption that

lPΛ{F}' and lp Λ>{F'} are topologically isomorphic.

PROOF. Assume that

for a certain positive number M and for all {yfi εlP'tq'{F'} = lpA{Fy where α^€

denotes the norm of the dual space lp,q{F}' of lp,q{F}. Let Γ e D f V ι ί » ( F , £ ' ) .

Then for an arbitrary finite sequence {xJi^^n in £ and for any {yfi elp>tq>{F'}

we have

Σ <Γ:c ί 5 j ; ' i>| = | Σ <xi9T'y'%>\
i=ί I ί = l

Therefore, by our assumption we have
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)< sup \±<Txhy\>\
1

which shows that TeΠpq;r(E,F) and

Πp,q;r(T)<MDrΊpW(V)

as was asserted.
Since lp{F}' and ZP'{F'} are isometrically isomorphic for l<p<oo, as an

immediate consequence of Theorem 2 and Remark 1 we have the following

THEOREM 3. Let l<p, q<oo. An operator T: E->F is (p, q)-absolutely
summing if and only if its conjugate operator T'\F'-*E' is (q'9 p')-strongly
summing. In this case Πpq(T) = Dq,p,(T').

EXAMPLES. (1) Since for l < g < r < p < o o the identity operator I from
C[0,1] into Lq(091) is (p, q r)-absolutely summing and not (q, r)-absolutely
summing ([4]), its conjugate operator Γ from Iγ(0,1) into M[0,1] is (rf; p', q')-
strongly summing and not (r', ̂ ;)-strongly summing by Theorems 2 and 3. Here
M[0,1] denotes the Banach space of complex regular Borel measures on [0,1].

(2) Since for 1 <r<p< oo the identity operator / from C[0,1] into Lp(0,1)
is (p, r)-absolutely summing ([4]), its conjugate operator Γ from Lp,(0,1) into
M[0,1] is (V, p')-stτong\y summing.

(3) It is known ([2]) that the identity operator in lt is (2, l)-absolutely
summing. The operator is not absolutely p-summing for l<jp<oo, which is a
consequence of Dvoretzky-Rogers Theorem ([6]). Therefore, the identity
operator in Ẑ  is (oo, 2)-strongly summing, but not strongly 2-summing by Theorem
3.

§3. Operators whose conjugates are (p, q; r)-absolutely summing

The properties of operators whose conjugates are (p9 q r)-absolutely sum-
ming can be developed by similar discussions as in Section 2.

THEOREM 4. Let l<p, q, r<oo. If T: E-^F is an operator whose con-
jugate T':F'-+E' is (p,q;r)-absolutely summing, then T is (r';pf,qf)-strongly
summing and Dr,.p,iq(T)<ΠPtq.r(T).

The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.

REMARK 2. The converse of Theorem 4 holds under the assumption that
\p>tq>{E}' and lp,q{E'} are topologically isomorphic.
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This can be shown as in Remark 1.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4 and Remark 2 we have

THEOREM 5. Let l<p<oo and l<q<oo. An operator T: E-+F is (q\
p')~strongly summing if and only if its conjugate operator T':F'->Er is (p,q)-
absolutely summing. In this case Dq,tP,(T) = ΠPtq(T).
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